
B I N G O

Impala has a near 
death experience
 
 

Castiel is Badass Heaven VS 
Heaven! Castiel 
and Raphael fight 
to the death
 

Castiel dies
 

Any form of 
alcohol makes an 
appearance.
 

Crowley dies
 

Bobby’s home/
salvage yard is in 
the episode
 
 

Dean sheds his 
one man tear

 

Balthazar stands 
by Castiel

 

Dr. Visyak dies
 

Castiel flies in 
un-expectantly
 

Sam gives his 
puppy dog eyes
 

IMPALA’S
FREE
PARKING
SPACE
 

Sam makes a 
special friend
 

Raphael dies
 

Heaven VS Hell! 
Castiel and 
Crowley fight to 
the death.
 

Balthazar dies Sam goes into a 
dream or 
catatonic state
 

Bobby says ‘Ya 
think?’
 

The door to 
Purgatory is 
opened
 

Dean is 
extremely 
worried about 
Sam
 
 
 

Crowley double-
crosses Castiel

Bobby dies
 

Dean says ‘Son 
Of a Bitch’
 

Castiel gets into 
Deans face
 

!



B I N G O

Sam goes into a 
dream or 
catatonic state
 

Heaven VS Hell! 
Castiel and 
Crowley fight to 
the death.
 

The door to 
Purgatory is 
opened
 

Crowley double-
crosses Castiel

Dean is 
extremely 
worried about 
Sam
 

Raphael dies
 

Any form of 
alcohol makes an 
appearance.
 
 

Castiel flies in 
un-expectantly
 

Dean calls 
someone a Dick
 

Balthazar dies

Castiel gets into 
Deans face
 

Bobby dies
 

IMPALA’S
FREE
PARKING
SPACE
 

Impala has a near 
death experience
 

Sam gives his 
puppy dog eyes
 

Dean sheds his 
one man tear
 

Bobby says 
“idjit!”

Crowley dies
 

Heaven VS 
Heaven! Castiel 
and Raphael fight 
to the death
 

Castiel is Badass

Castiel dies
 

Balthazar stands 
by Castiel
 

Sam makes a 
special friend
 

Dr. Visyak dies
 

Bobby’s home/
salvage yard is in 
the episode
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B I N G O

Sam makes a 
special friend
 

Bobby dies
 

Bobby’s home/
salvage yard is in 
the episode
 
 

Crowley dies
 

Castiel flies in 
un-expectantly
 

Sam gives his 
puppy dog eyes
 

Castiel gets into 
Deans face
 
 
 

Balthazar dies Heaven VS Hell! 
Castiel and 
Crowley fight to 
the death.

Dr. Visyak dies
 

Balthazar stands 
by Castiel
 

Dean is 
extremely 
worried about 
Sam
 

IMPALA’S
FREE
PARKING
SPACE
 

Dean sheds his 
one man tear
 

Bobby says 
“idjit!”

Heaven VS 
Heaven! Castiel 
and Raphael fight 
to the death

Castiel dies
 

Impala has a near 
death experience
 

The door to 
Purgatory is 
opened
 
 

Crowley double-
crosses Castiel
 

Any form of 
alcohol makes an 
appearance.
 

Dean uses the 
word ‘Douche’
(douchebage, 
douchey etc)
 

Castiel is Badass Raphael dies
 

Sam goes into a 
dream or 
catatonic state
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B I N G O

Crowley double-
crosses Castiel
 
 
 

Balthazar dies Castiel gets into 
Deans face
 

Sam gives his 
puppy dog eyes
 

Bobby dies
 

Dr. Visyak dies
 

Sam goes into a 
dream or 
catatonic state
 
 

Heaven VS 
Heaven! Castiel 
and Raphael fight 
to the death

Castiel dies
 

Sam makes a 
special friend
 

Bobby’s home/
salvage yard is in 
the episode
 

The door to 
Purgatory is 
opened
 

IMPALA’S
FREE
PARKING
SPACE
 

Any form of 
alcohol makes an 
appearance.
 

Castiel is Badass

Bobby says 
“Balls!”
 

Castiel flies in 
un-expectantly
 
 
 

Raphael dies
 

Dean is 
extremely 
worried about 
Sam
 

Dean calls 
someone a Dick
 

Crowley dies
 

Dean sheds his 
one man tear
 

Balthazar stands 
by Castiel
 

Heaven VS Hell! 
Castiel and 
Crowley fight to 
the death.
 

Impala has a near 
death experience
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B I N G O

Justified raid of 
the Liquor 
Cabinet, Wine 
Rack or Beer 
Fridge.
 

Exclaiming ‘I 
LOVE IT, I 
LOVE IT, I 
LOVE IT’
 

Having A or 
many ‘Kleenex’ 
moment(s)
 

Screaming a 
devastating 
‘NOOO!’
 

Yelling ‘Damn 
You Kripke!!’
 

Jump up from 
seat yelling 
‘YES!!!’
 

A real adorable/
sweet scene Let 
out a big 
‘Awwww’
 

Can’t Watch!’ 
Need to cover 
eyes or hide 
under a blanket
 

Nail Biting’ 
moment
 

Shocked! 
Surprised! Didn’t 
see it coming

Exclaiming 
‘Worst Episode 
Ever!’

Yelling ‘Damn 
You Sera!!’
 

IMPALA’S
FREE
PARKING
SPACE
 

Need to stuff 
face with 
Chocolate or 
other comfort 
food

Cuddle Alert! 
Spouse! Child! 
Pet! Pillow! 
Anything in arms 
reach!

Sudden need to 
throw a brick or 
something at the 
TV
 

Having a
‘Heart Attack’ 
Call 911!!!
 

Having a 
‘Laughing Out 
Loud’ or ‘Rolling 
on the floor’ 
moment

Vowing ‘I’m 
never going to 
watch this show 
again!’
 

Need to pick up 
‘Chin’ from the 
floor
 

Having a ‘WTF 
was that!’ 
moment
 

Having an 
‘OMG!’ moment

Melt into a big 
mushy puddle on 
the floor
 

Having a 
‘HAPPY 
DANCE’ 
moment
 

In desperate need 
to make an 
appointment for 
Jasminka’s couch
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